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19.1

INTRODUCTION

Polymer micelles have been used widely in the delivery of various therapeutic drugs, which
are also known as active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). Recent advances in drug discovery
technology, including an accumulated database on therapeutic targets, combinational chemistry, and high-throughput screening (HTS), have further increased the number of candidate compounds and constructed a huge pipeline for the discovery and development of new chemical
entities (NCEs).1,2 A very large number of chemicals are hailed as new drug candidates, but
almost one-third of them are poorly water soluble.3 Polymer micelles consisting of amphiphilic
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FIGURE 19.1 A typical structure of a polymer micelle in water. Amphiphilic diblock copolymers spontaneously produce a core-shell structure and lipophilic drugs are physically entrapped in the hydrophobic core.
The size of a micelle is usually ranged from 10 to 200 nm.

block copolymers or lipids form a hydrophobic core, in which lipophilic drugs can be physically
incorporated. Hydrophilic blocks or segments generate water-friendly corona and encapsulate the
hydrophobic core. In this way, poorly soluble drugs can be successfully solubilized in aqueous
media (Figure 19.1).
The size of polymer micelles loaded with hydrophobic drugs typically ranges from 10 to 200 nm
in pure water. Nanosized particles dispersed in aqueous media might have a chance of intravenous
(i.v.) injection. In certain inflammatory diseases, such as cancer, vascular structures become leaky,
and thus, nanoparticles can extravasate into the disease site easily. This phenomenon is known as
the “enhanced permeation and retention (EPR)” effect.4–6 During circulation in blood, nanoparticles
can avoid phagocytotic clearance of the reticuloendothelial system (RES) in the spleen and the
liver.7,8 Especially, the supramolecular structure of micelles and hydrophilic shells facilitate prolonged circulation in the bloodstream. The hydrophobic core of polymer micelles releases drug in a
sustained manner, but the release pattern is tunable by controlling the hydrophobic block length and
the monomer species. All those features are generally accepted as advantages of polymer micelles
in drug delivery.
In spite of such advantages, only few polymer micelles are used in clinical applications.
Table 19.1 lists polymer micelles used in current clinical trials. Block copolymer of monomethoxy
poly(ethylene glycol) and poly(d,l-lactide) (MPEG-b-PDLLA) has been a popular material used to
prepare polymer micelles, and is now under clinical phase I/II studies.9–11 MPEG-b-poly(aspartic
acid) (PAsp) has been suggested as another possible micelle system for anticancer drug delivery,
which is now in clinical phase I.12,13 Pluronic® block copolymers have been widely used in the
pharmaceutical field, but only one case of clinical study has been reported.14 The first two polymers
are biodegradable due to hydrolyzable ester and peptide bonds, but Pluronics are not. The chemical
structures of polymers and drugs are shown in Figure 19.2.
Researchers have developed many types of micelle systems utilizing new monomers and polymers, stimuli-sensitive moieties, targeting ligands, and different therapeutic drugs. However, only a
few formulations have been reported in clinical studies. Then, what are the major hurdles to developing an effective polymer micelle system that carries and delivers therapeutic drugs? The primary
aim of this chapter is to answer that question. Effort will be made to discuss two important criteria:
the drug loading capacity and the in vivo stability of polymer micelles. Polymer micelles currently
under development vary in polymer topology, the nature of core-forming blocks, and the type of
therapeutic drugs. This chapter focuses on diblock copolymer-based polymer micelles and their
ability to solubilize hydrophobic drugs.
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TABLE 19.1
Polymer Micelles in Clinical Studies
Polymer

Drug

Particle
Size (nm)

Status

Maximum Tolerated Dose

References

MPEG-b-PDLLA
(2000−1750)a

Paclitaxel
(Genexol-PM)

30–60

Phase I/II

[1–3]

Pluronic L61/F127
(~2,000/~12,600)

Doxorubicin

~25

Phase I

300 mg/m2 intravenous
infusion for 3 h, once every 3
weeks
70 mg/m2 intravenous infusion
for 12.5 min, once every 3
weeks, six cycles

Doxorubicin

30–50

Phase I

67 mg/m2 intravenous infusion
for 58 s −12.25 min, once
every 3 weeks

[5]

Paclitaxel

~85

Phase I

180 mg/m2 intravenous
infusion for 1 h, once every 3
weeks

[6,7]

NK911
MPEG-b-PAspDoxorubicin
(5000−4000−543)
NK105
MPEG-b-PAsp
(12,000−8,000)

[4]

Abbreviations: MPEG, methoxy poly(ethylene glycol); PDLLA, poly(d,l-lactic acid); PAsp, poly(aspartic acid).
a Molecular weight of each block (i.e., 2000 and 1750 Da for MPEG and PDLLA, respectively).
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FIGURE 19.2 Structures of block copolymers and drugs examined in clinical phases. Particle size, clinical
phase, and maximum tolerated dose are listed in Table 19.1.

19.2

DRUG SOLUBILIZATION METHODS

One of the primary difficulties in the formulation of pharmaceutical drugs is the poor solubility of
drug candidates in water. Several methods to formulate poorly soluble drugs have been developed,
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TABLE 19.2
Representative Methods to Solubilize Poorly Water-Soluble Drugs
Method

Advantages

Salt formation

Simple and relatively easy formulation
Applicable to protein formulation

Nanosizing

Relatively good drug stability
Injectable
Applicable to protein formulation
Simple
Easy and injectable formulation
Applicable to protein formulation
Relatively easy
Ready-to-dose form

Solubilizing excipient

Solid dispersion

Lipid emulsification
Liposome

Polymer–drug conjugate

Polymer micelle

Enhancing oral adsorption
Relatively easy preparation methods
Injectable
Versatility in surface modification
Multifunctionality
Applicable to protein and gene delivery
Injectable
Versatility in backbone modification
Multifunctionality
Applicable to protein and gene delivery
Injectable
Versatility in monomer species
Well-defined polymer structure
Surface modification
Multifunctionality
Applicable to protein and gene delivery
Relatively easy preparation method

Disadvantages
Only drugs containing ionizable groups
Common-ion effect
Prone to be self-aggregated
Relatively difficult to prepare
Time-consuming
Drug loss
Body toxicity
Drug precipitation by dilution in body
Conditioning for good reproducibility
Drug decomposition
Difficult to find common solvent
Frequently low drug solubility in lipid
Difficulty in lipid selection
Very limited loading capacity
Low carrier stability
Cost of phospholipids
Chemical modification of drug
Only drugs with reactive side groups
Purification
Low loading capacity
Carrier stability

but there is no standard protocol that can be applied to all drugs. Thus, development of a suitable
formulation for an NCE has been a rate-limiting step in the process from drug discovery to preclinical animal studies. Failure in achieving a suitable formulation often leads to trouble with in vitro
efficacy/safety evaluation, precipitation, poor bioavailability, and lack of dose-response proportionality after administration.15 Each formulation method for poorly soluble drugs has advantages and
disadvantages as listed in Table 19.2. Understanding the basic principle and limitation of these
methods is important to the development of an effective polymer micelle. In this section, representative methods for formulating poorly soluble drugs and for increasing their solubility is briefly
reviewed.

19.2.1

SALT FORMATION

One of the simplest ways to increase drug solubility and dissolution rate is salt formation. It is a
common, effective, and relatively easy way to increase solubility and dissolution rates of drugs with
ionizable groups by the addition of counter ions. Approximately 300 drugs had been approved by
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) during the period of 1995–2006, and 120 of them were in the
salt form.16 Typically, solubility of a salt drug depends on the pH of media. There exists a certain
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pH to achieve the maximal solubility (pHmax). For example, the total solubility (ST) of a basic drug
(B) is expressed by
if pH > pH max , ST = [ B]s (1 + 10 pKa − pH )

(19.1)

if pH < pH max , ST = [BH + ]s (1 + 10 pH − pKa )

(19.2)

where [B]s and [BH+]s are the solubility of the free drug and the protonated drug (salt), respectively.
In Equation 19.1, the saturation species is B, while BH+ is the saturation species in Equation 19.2.
The intersection of two equations gives the pHmax. However, the drug solubility is highly influenced
by ionic species in media (common-ion effect). At a given pH, for instance, the apparent solubility
of the basic drug (K sp′ ) in the presence of a counter ion (X−) can be determined by
K sp′ = [BH + ]s[X − ]

(19.3)

Equation 19.3 demonstrates that the maximal solubility of salt may decrease as the concentration
of the counter ion increases. As a result, the dissolution rate of salt drug is significantly decreased
by excess concentration of common ions. Another possible problem is self-aggregation due to the
amphiphilic nature of the hydrophobic drug.17 The aggregation is generally provoked at the saturation point of ionic drugs near pHmax, which makes actual solubility unpredictable. The salt formation method, of course, is not useful for poorly soluble drugs without any ionizable group.

19.2.2

NANOSIZING

The nanosizing method, or nanocrystallization, reduces the size of drug particles down to the submicron scale.15,18 Until 2006, 14 formulations employing this method were examined in clinical
studies.19 Dissolution rate of a nanosized drug follows the Nernst–Brunner equation that was refined
later by Noyes and Whitney. If a perfect sink condition is accomplished, that is, the actual concentration of a drug in aqueous medium at time t (Ct) is much less than the saturation concentration (Cs),
the equation is expressed by
Ct =

D
× A × Cs
h

(19.4)

where D, A, and h are the diffusion coefficient, the effective surface area, and the effective boundary layer thickness, respectively. Even though the drug solubility remains constant, increase of the
surface area by size reduction facilitates drug dissolution in medium. The dissolution rate is important in bioavailability after oral administration of a drug formulation. Faster dissolution results in
better bioavailability because of the limited locations of high drug permeation/absorption (window
of adsorption) in the gastrointestinal tract for many drugs.15 At constant drug solubility, Cs can be
increased by changing pH using the principle of salt formation, as discussed previously.
Nanosizing of a drug can be accomplished by either top-down or bottom-up methods.20 Wetmilling and high-pressure homogenization technologies break microparticles down, while precipitation and crystallization build nanoparticles up from individual drug molecules. Regardless of
nanosizing methods, a new surface area (ΔA) is generated. The free energy (ΔG) associated with
this surface area is defined by
ΔG = γ ⋅ ΔA
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where γ represents the surface or interfacial tension. Because of the higher free energy with
smaller drug particles, the nanosizing technology requires excipients that can reduce the interfacial tension (γ).
Advantages of nanosizing methods are the relatively good stability of drugs and the opportunity
of intravenous injection with reduced toxicity.19 Therefore, selection of appropriate excipients is
important in this method to prevent nanosized drug particles from aggregation and to minimize the dissolution
Advantages of nanosizing methods are relatively
rate. Typically, hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC), hydroxygood stability of drugs and opportunity of intravenous injection with reduced toxicity. Therefore,
propylmethylcellulose (HPMC), polyvinylpyrrolidone
selection of appropriate excipients is important
(PVP), and Pluronic have been used as polymeric
in this method to prevent nanosized drug parexcipients, which are well summarized elsewhere.18 In
ticles from aggregation and to control the disaddition, these methods can be applied to formulate
solution rate. Typically, hydroxypropylcellulose
(HPC), hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC),
protein drugs because no organic solvent is utilized.19
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), and Pluronic have
However, drug loss during the time-consuming nanosizbeen used as polymeric excipients.
ing process cannot be avoided.

19.2.3

SOLUBILIZING EXCIPIENTS

If the free energy of a drug in solution is less than the free energy of the drug in solid state at
constant pressure and temperature, the drug dissolves in an aqueous medium until it reaches the
saturation solubility. The methods described above, salt formation and nanosizing, increase the free
energy of the solid-state drug in order to move the equilibrium toward the solution-state drug. One
problem that these methods frequently face is that the free energy of initial solids (salts or nanoparticles) is usually not maintained for a long time, because of salt dissociation or increase/decrease in
the particle agglomeration/association/growth leading to increased size. An alternative technique is
the use of solubilizing excipients. These excipients are designed to reduce the chemical potential of
hydrophobic drugs in solution. At a given solubility, decrease in the chemical potential leads to the
lowering of the free energy of a drug in solution.
In a cosolvent system composed of solvent and water, the total free energy of the system is the
sum of the free energies of individual components. Accordingly, total drug solubility is the sum of
the drug solubilities in the individual components of the system:
log Sm = f log Sc + (1 − f ) log Sw

(19.6)

where
Sm is the total solubility in the cosolvent system
Sc is the solubility of a drug in pure organic solvent
Sw is the solubility of a drug in pure water
f is the fraction of the organic solvent in the system21
The total solubility of drug is enhanced as the cosolvent fraction increases. In addition, excipients
can be used as ligands to form a complex with drug or lipids to make an emulsion.
Various cosolvents (e.g., dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), ethanol, propylene glycol (PG), PEG, and
dimethylacetamide (DMA)) and surfactants (such as Cremophor®, Tween®, and Solutol®) have been
commonly used to improve the solubility of poorly soluble drugs.22 Cyclodextrin is a popular ligand,
and currently, there exist eight different derivatives. Since 1976, more than 35 pharmaceutical products have been developed worldwide.23 A representative product is Brexin®, a formulation of piroxicam complexed β-cyclodextrin in the molar ratio of 1:2.5. Since launched by Chiesi Farmaceutici
(Italy) in 1988, it has been a worldwide drug to control inflammation.24 Excipients to enhance the
drug solubility, however, are chemicals that may possess potential toxicity.,originating25 Toxicity
of diethylene glycol (DEG), used to formulate sulfanilamide, an antibacterial agent, led to a tragic
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accident. For example, the mixture of Cremophor® EL and ethanol for paclitaxel formulation is
known to frequently induce significant hypersensitivity, originating from the polyoxyl 35 castor oil.
iwhen26,27C in 1937, when more than 100 children died from kidney failure caused by the DEG.25
Cyclodextrin also shows subchronic and chronic toxicity.28–30 To prevent such untoward incidents,
the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) of the FDA of the United States now requests
industry to demonstrate suitable safety data on excipients for pharmaceutical formulation.
The solid dispersion method can also be considered as a solubilization method using excipients.
In solid dispersion, poorly soluble drugs are physically mixed with water-soluble carriers to form
a eutectic mixture.31 Because drugs are dispersed in the carrier matrix, the surface area is very
large, and thus, the dissolution rate becomes very high (Equation 19.4). When the dispersed phase
is molecularly dispersed in the carrier matrix, the eutectic mixture is called a “solid solution.” For
example, Chawla and Bansal formulate irbesartan, an angiotensin II receptor agonist to treat hypertension, by the solid dispersion method (heating and quench cooling) using tartaric acid, mannitol,
PVP, and HPMC as excipients.32 Among them, tartaric acid and PVP showed significant enhancement in the solubility of irbesartan up to 9.5 and 7 fold, respectively. However, small molecular
carriers frequently require high melting temperature, resulting in drug decomposition. To avoid
the melting process, solvents are usually employed. Drug and carrier are dissolved in a common
solvent together followed by evaporating the solvent.33 Because drugs are hydrophobic and carriers
are usually hydrophilic, it is difficult to find a common solvent. Moreover, the extent of dispersion
of a hydrophobic drug depends on the ratio of drug to carrier, which also determines the crystalline
or amorphous state of the dispersed drug.

19.2.4

AQ2

LIPOSOMES

Biomembrane is mainly composed of phospholipids that have a polar head group and long lipid
chains. In water, they get assembled into a bilayer structure. For a pure lipid bilayer without any
other biomolecules, interaction of a hydrophobic drug with the membrane might be governed by
simple partitioning, which will be discussed later. The liposome is a kind of phospholipid bilayer
with unique structure and properties.34 Spherical, nanosized structure of closed bilayer membrane
can hold not only lipophilic compounds in the lipid layer but also hydrophilic drugs at the aqueous
core (Figure 19.3). Since first introduced in 1964,35 liposomes have been a major tool used for drug
Lipophilic drugs
Phospholipid

PEG

Antibody
Hydrophilic
drug

FIGURE 19.3 Representative structure of liposome. Phospholipid molecules form a bilayer in water.
Lipophilic drugs are intercalated in the layer while hydrophilic drugs are encapsulated by the lipid membrane.
PEG and antibodies are used to lower the RES clearance and to target liposome at specific site, respectively.
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delivery. Currently there are at least 14 liposomal formulations under clinical evaluation.36 The
concept of drug delivery includes solubilizing poorly soluble drugs as well as delivering the drugs
to a desired target site. Liposomes satisfy those requirements and also take advantages of versatility
in the surface properties.36,37
An early form of liposomes consisting of bare phospholipids showed opsonin- and complementmediated clearance after intravenous administration. Liu et al. observed that liver uptake of a liposome composed of phosphatidylcholine, cholesterol, and phosphatidylserine (10:5:1) was promoted
by adding serum or whole blood.38 Primary parameters that influence such a clearance mechanism
are the size, the surface charge, and the composition of liposomes.39 Opsonization of liposomes
can be significantly improved by surface modification. The size of liposomes increased by adsorption of serum proteins and opsonization, which can be mediated by the phosphatidylserine.and 38
Cholesterols in the bilayer of a liposome interact with serum antibodies and complements resulting in blood clearance.is used For example, PEG conjugation increases hydrophilicity by providing prolonged circulation in blood, better biocompatibility, and reduced opsonization by RES.40
Nevertheless, liposomes have inherent drawbacks of low blood stability, limited drug loading
capacity, and expensive starting materials.
Chemical derivatives of therapeutic drugs have provided another opportunity to enhance the
aqueous solubility. Such prodrugs are pharmacologically inactive compounds by themselves, but
they can be converted to active forms by chemical modification after administration. Chiu et al.
found that the incorporation of 15 mol% of 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(DSPE)-PEG2,000 into liposomes of phosphatidylserine significantly improved the blood circulation
time of the liposomes.41 In addition, targeting moieties, such as ligands or antibodies (of immunoliposomes), for an active targeting strategy is used over passive accumulation at leaky tissues by the
EPR effect. Recent advances in liposome technology have brought multifunctional liposomes with
multiple add-ons of stealth coating, targeting ligands, stimuli sensitivity, and imaging agents in a
single carrier.42

19.2.5

AQ3

POLYMER–DRUG CONJUGATES

Usually, change in the redox state,43 acid-/base-catalyzed hydrolysis,44,45 or enzymatic metabolism
evaluated trials46,47 are the major mechanisms to restore the drug activity. The pilot study was
reported in 1975, in which Ferruti introduced a pharmacologically active polymer for the first time,
called “macromolecular drug.”48 He conjugated nicotinic acid, a hydrolipidemizing agent with fast
excretion rate from blood, to starch backbone via hydrolyzable ester linkage; and after injection, the
macromolecular drug showed good bioactivity with delayed excretion rate. Up to now, at least 13
forms of polymer–drug conjugates for cancer therapy have been evaluated in the clinical trials.49,50
A representative polymer is a copolymer of N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide (HPMA) and
methacrylic acid. Excellent water solubility of the HPMA copolymers is good to solubilize various
hydrophobic drugs, such as paclitaxel, doxorubicin, camptothecin, or palatinate. Polymer–drug conjugates in the nanometer size take all advantages of nanomedicine, including solubility enhancement
of hydrophobic drugs, prolonged blood circulation, and accumulation at leaky tissues by the EPR
effect. Moreover, polymer backbone can be further modified by adding targeting ligands and imaging agents. Recent progress in genomics and proteomics has provided a unique chance to develop
novel and more effective prodrugs, such as antibody-directed enzyme prodrug therapy (ADEPT)
and gene-DEPT (GDEPT). Both methods aim to increase sensitivity of a target tissue (e.g., tumor)
toward a prodrug. To accomplish the goal, either an enzyme directly linked to the antibody in the
ADEPT or the sensitization gene in the GDEPT is injected through systematic or local administration route, followed by injecting nontoxic prodrugs. Inactive prodrugs are converted into active
drugs at the desired tissue.46,47 However, making prodrugs requires chemical modification of APIs,
causing difficulties in purification and permanent loss of drug activity. Furthermore, a prodrug is
considered a new chemical entity, resulting in stringent regulatory requirements.
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POLYMER MICELLES AS A DRUG CARRIER

Polymer micelles used for solubilizing poorly soluble drugs possess all advantages of other formulation methods discussed above. Amphiphilic block copolymers function as excipients to solubilize
hydrophobic drugs, but polymer micelles act as drug delivery systems. Versatility in monomer species, block length ratio, and surface modification provide polymer micelles with multifunctionality.
Unfortunately, however, polymer micelles have two major drawbacks: low drug loading capacity
and low stability in aqueous media. This section deals with the drug loading property of polymer
micelles.

19.3.1

MICELLAR DRUG SOLUBILIZATION THEORY

Hydrophobic interaction is the often cited mechanism to explain the loading of poorly water-soluble
drugs in polymer micelles. The hydrophobic interaction, however, is based on the London dispersive force that occurs between all molecules. For example, aliphatic polyester blocks in an aqueous
medium have a stronger London dispersive force between themselves than to polar water molecules.
Likewise, the dispersive force between water molecules is much stronger than that between water
and hydrophobic polymer molecules. Hydrophobic molecules become aggregated together in water
to produce minimal surface contact with water molecules. Such a microscopic process looks like
hydrophobic molecules hiding from water molecules. If poorly soluble drugs coexist in a polymer/
water mixture system, drug molecules form aggregates with other drug molecules as well as hydrophobic polymer molecules due to their relatively stronger dispersive force toward polymers than
water molecules. This, the driving force for loading a poorly soluble drug in a micelle core, is not
the hydrophobic interaction, but an overall effect (hydrophobic effect) of the London dispersive
force on aggregation of water-immiscible molecules in an aqueous environment. The London dispersive force is the weakest intermolecular force, but the only interaction force between nonpolar
molecules. This force is based on the temporary dipole (or multipole) of nonpolar molecules and
depends on the size of molecules.
In a sense, the drug loading process is a process of solubilizing drug in a polymer matrix.
Therefore, it is more reasonable to explain the drug loading mechanism in terms of the solubility
parameters.
Hildebrand suggested that solubility of a solute in a solvent can be expressed by the Hildebrand–
Scatchard solubility parameter (δ):
⎛ ΔE ⎞
δ = ⎜ vap ⎟
⎝ V ⎠

(19.7)

where
ΔEvap is the energy of vaporization
V is the molar volume of the solvent51
The relationship was derived from Polak’s equation,
−U = t Δ gU + g Δ ∞U

(19.8)

where
U is the molar internal energy
tΔgU (=ΔEvap) is the molar vaporization energy
gΔ∞ U is the energy required to expand the saturated vapor to infinite volume at constant
temperature52
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In a system of nonpolar solvent, gΔ∞U becomes zero (−U = tΔgU). The cohesive energy density (c)
defining cohesive effect in condensed phases such as solvent is expressed by
c=−

U
V

(19.9)

The Hildebrand–Scatchard solubility parameter is defined by the square root of c.51,52
This model also has been a very useful method to explain the thermodynamics of polymer solutions.53 The Flory–Huggins interaction parameter (χ12) of two components, solvent and polymer, is
defined by
χ12 =

2
V1
(δ1 − δ2 )
RT

(19.10)

where
V1 is the volume of the solvent
δ1 and δ2 are the solubility parameters of the solvent and polymer, respectively
R is the ideal gas constant
T is the temperature
According to Equation 19.8, χ12 is always positive, and if χ12 < 0.5, then the solvent is a good solvent
for the polymer.
Equation 19.8, which expresses the compatibility of polymers and solvents, can be expanded to
the miscibility of drugs and polymers, as follows:
χdrug–polymer =

2
Vdrug
δ drug − δ polymer )
(
RT

(19.11)

where
χdrug–polymer is the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter between the drug and the polymer
Vdrug is the volume of drug
δdrug and δpolymer are the solubility parameters of the drug and the polymer repeating unit,
respectively54
Since the Hildebrand–Scatchard solubility parameter was applied only for regular solution, an
extended form of the solubility parameter, e.g., in polar solvent, was developed by Hansen.52,55 The
Hansen solubility parameter (HSP) consists of three different interactions of dispersion (δd), polar
(δp), and hydrogen bonding (δh) components and is expressed by
δ2 = δd2 + δ2p + δ2h

(19.12)

Each component can be calculated by following equations:
δd =

δp =
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⎛
δh = ⎜
⎝

∑ V ⎞⎟⎠
Ehi

(19.15)

where
Fdi is the molar dispersion constant
Fpi is the molar dipole–dipole interaction constant
Ehi is the hydrogen bonding energy
V is the molar volume of drugs or polymers56,57
Liu et al. estimated the heat of mixing (ΔHm) between 15 homopolymers and 1 anticancer drug,
ellipticine.56 The ΔHm can be calculated by
ΔH m = ϕdrugϕpolymer (δdrug − δpolymer )2

(19.16)

where φdrug and φpolymer are the volume fraction of the drug and the polymer, respectively. The
dispersion, polar, and hydrogen bonding forces can be calculated from Equations 19.13 through 19.15
using the group contribution method as discussed later (Section 19.3.2.1), which leads to the total
solubility parameters of drug and polymer from Equation 19.12. If they equal to zero, it means that
the drug and the polymer are completely miscible. Based on the ΔHm value of each polymer–drug
pair, the solubility order of polymers with ellipticine was found to be poly(β-benzyl-l-aspartate)
(PBLA11,500) > poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL14,000) > poly(d,l-lactide) (PDLLA75,000–120,000) > polyglycolide (PGA100,000–125,000), where the subscript is the molecular weight (MW) of each polymer. They
also evaluated the ellipticine loading efficiency of PEG5000-b-PCL4000 and PEG5000-b-PDLLA4200.
The drug loading efficiency was slightly changed by the polymer-to-drug ratio, but was highly
dependent on species of the micelle core-forming block. The PEG-b-PCL micelles loaded more
than 20% (w/w) ellipticine with 76% (w/w) loading efficiency, while PEG-b-PDLLA micelles
showed only 0.1% (w/w) loading capacity and 1.9% (w/w) loading efficiency.
In another study, Letchford et al. investigated the compatibility of five drugs (curcumin, paclitaxel, etoposide, plumbagin, and indomethacin; in the order of their aqueous solubility from low to
high) with PEG5000-b-PCL2143 micelle.57 The order of Flory–Huggins parameter, χ drug–polymer, was
etoposide > paclitaxel > plumbagin > curcumin > indomethacin, which did not follow the aqueous
solubility of each drug. However, the micellar drug solubilization exactly reflected the χdrug–polymer
values. Indomethacin showed the best solubility in micelle, while the micelle poorly solubilized
etoposide. Furthermore, they determined the partition coefficient of each drug into PEG-b-PCL
copolymers with different block lengths by the following equations:
[drug]micelle
C
= KX PCL
[drug]aqueous
ρ

(19.17)

where
[drug]micelle and [drug]aqueous are the concentrations of drug in micelle and water, respectively
K is the partition coefficient of the drug
XPCL is the mole fraction of PCL in the copolymer
C is the concentration of the copolymer
ρ is the density of PCL
The results demonstrated that the longer PCL chain provided the better drug loading. Additionally,
it was confirmed that the longer PEG chain hindered the drug partition into hydrophobic core, as
they reported elsewhere.58
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The solubility and Flory–Huggins parameters can be a good index to predict the polymer–drug
compatibility. By combination of Flory–Huggins theory and Hansen solubility parameters, multiple interactive forces influencing the drug loading in micelles can be explained. In addition to the
dispersive intermolecular force, dipole–dipole interaction and hydrogen bonding are important in
micellar drug solubilization. Lipinski also stressed the importance of hydrogen bonding to understand solubility of a drug in addition to its size and lipophilicity. From the turbidimetric aqueous solubility screening, more than half of the drugs
showed poor solubility in water (≤20 μg/mL in phosThe solubility and Flory–Huggins parameters can
be a good index to predict the polymer–drug
phate buffer, pH 7) due to the hydrogen bonding.3 The
compatibility. By combination of Flory–Huggins
hydrogen bonding is known as a major force respontheory and Hansen solubility parameters, mulsible for drug crystallization.59 According to the theory,
tiple interactive forces inﬂuencing the drug loadpresence of hydrogen bonding donors and acceptors in
ing in micelles can be explained. In addition to
dispersive intermolecular force, dipole–dipole
the micelle core-forming polymer block may improve
interaction and hydrogen bonding are important
the loading capacity for drugs with hydrogen bonding
in micellar drug solubilization.
moieties.

19.3.2

HYDROTROPY

19.3.2.1 Hydrotropes and Their Mechanism of Drug Solubilization
The term “hydrotropy” means the increased solubility of a lipophilic organic compound in water
by the addition of large amounts of a second organic compound, hydrotrope (or hydrotropic agent).60
The hydrotrope was first used to describe an anionic short-chain molecule that induced significant enhancement of solubility of other organic compounds in water.61 The hydrotrope has several
features that are either similar to or distinct from surfactants, as listed in Table 19.3.61,62
First, most hydrotropes have aromatic structure, although some of them have a linear alkyl chain.
Typically, the aromatic ring is substituted by anionic or cationic side groups. Therefore, hydrotropes
are amphiphiles with small MW. Some of the representative hydrotropes are shown in Figure 19.4.
Second, hydrotropes are surface active, similar to surfactants, in that the surface tension of water
decreases as the hydrotrope concentration increases. However, high concentration of hydrotropes
is generally required to solubilize hydrophobic molecules. Also, there exists the minimal hydrotropic concentration (MHC) over which hydrotropes effectively solubilize hydrophobic compounds.
While the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of a surfactant is usually a few moles, the MHC is

TABLE 19.3
Characteristic Features of Hydrotropes in Comparison to
Surfactants
Difference
Hydrotrope
High concentration for hydrotropic effect
Usually, aromatic structure with ionizable groups
Multiple mechanisms to induce hydrotropic drug
solubilization (e.g., π−π stacking)
Compound (drug) selectivity

Surfactant
Low effective concentration
Usually, aliphatic structure with polar
head groups

Similarity
Amphiphilicity
Surface activity
Aggregation-induced solubilization of lipophilic
molecules
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FIGURE 19.4 Structure of some hydrotropes. Typically, hydrotropes consist of an aromatic ring and a
hydrophilic side group. However, some hydrotropes have a short lipid chain instead of benzene ring.

generated around 1 M.63 The MHC of a certain hydrotrope is the same regardless of compounds to
be solubilized, but is a specific nature depending on each hydrotrope. For instance, MHCs of sodium
p-toluenesulfonate (NaPTS), sodium butyl monoglycol sulfate (NaBMGS), and sodium salicylate
(NaS) are approximately 0.3, 0.7, and 0.8 M. However, hydrotropic effect of NaBMGS was shown
at 0.7 M regardless of solutes such as fluorescein diacetate, perlyene, or ethyl p-nitrobenzoate.64 The
MHC can be determined by fluorospectrometry using a hydrophobic dye.65 Third, hydrotropes more
selectively solubilize hydrophobic compounds than surfactants. For example, Sanghvi et al. examined hydrotropic solubilization using nicotinamide, a famous hydrotrope, against 11 hydrophobic
drugs.66 It was found that the solubility-enhancement power of nicotinamide was not proportional
to the intrinsic solubility of each drug. Furthermore, they suggested that one nicotinamide molecule
formed 1:1 (drug:nicotinamide, [nicotinamide] < 10%, w/v) or 1:2 (>10%, w/v) stacking complexes
with hydrophobic drugs. On the other hand, it was found that the average aggregation number of the
nicotinamide for self-association was 4.37 by dynamic light scattering and vapor pressure osmometry measurements.67 Finally, the hydrotropic activity of a hydrotrope can be improved by adding
water-miscible cosolvent(s), which is called as the “facilitated hydrotropy.”62 For example, Simamora
et al. showed that the aqueous solubility of rapamycin (in water: 2.6 μg/mL) was enhanced up to
11.26 mg/mL by mixing 5% benzyl alcohol, 10% ethanol, 40% propylene glycol, and 5% benzoate
buffer.68 The primary hydrotrope was benzyl alcohol, but its solubility in water was less than 40 mg/
mL. By adding multiple cosolvents, the solubility of benzyl alcohol could be increased, which led to
significant enhancement of rapamycin solubility in water. However, the facilitated hydrotropy can
be induced by mixing two different hydrotropes. Evstigneev et al. found that the mixture of nicotinamide and caffeine could synergistically increase the aqueous solubility of flavin-mononuclotide.69
The mechanism of hydrotropic solubilization is not clearly understood (Table 19.4). It is generally
agreed that aromatic stacking is primarily attributed to the hydrotropic effect, as described above.
The aromatic interaction is usually based on the charge transfer of π electrons. The sp2 hybridized
atom is composed of σ framework sandwiched by two π-electrons. The π-electron density is highly
dependent on substituted heteroatoms. As shown in Figure 19.5, for example, an NH2-substituted
ring (e.g., aniline) has more π-electrons than a NO2-substituted one (e.g., nitrobenzene). As a result,
aniline acts as a π-electron donor while nitrobenzene is a π-electron acceptor.70 In 1950, Mulliken
suggested that charge transfer between two aromatic rings formed 1:1 complex.71 The complex
generates an absorption band in the UV-VIS spectra, typically in longer wavelength region.70,72
However, the charge transfer band is not always observed in aromatic complexes. Therefore, charge
transfer alone cannot explain the aromatic stacking phenomena. Other mechanisms for the aromatic
stacking have also been suggested, which include van der Waals interaction, electrostatic interaction, induction, and desolvation.73
Van der Waals force, especially London dispersive force, just like in surfactants, takes part in
the hydrotropic solubilization mechanism. Several reports describe that the hydrophobic moieties
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TABLE 19.4
Possible Mechanisms to Explain Hydrotropic Solubilization
Mechanism/Forces

Cases Where Typically Predominant

References

London dispersive force
(hydrophobic effect)

An aromatic ring or an aliphatic chain
in the structure
An aromatic ring (benzene, pyridine)
in the structure
Minimum hydrotropic concentration
and stacking complexation
Hydrogen bonding donors/acceptors
in the structure

[8–10]

π−π stacking complex
Self-aggregation
Hydrogen bonding

Aniline

[11,12]
[11–13]
[14]

NH2

(more polarized)

π-Electron cloud

Attraction

O2N

Nitrobenzene
(less polarized)

FIGURE 19.5 A simple example of π−π stacking between π-electron rich aniline and π-electron deficient
nitrobenzene. Electrostatic interaction between aniline and nitrobenzene leads to stacking of both molecules.

are essential for the hydrotropic effect.61,63,64 Aromatic rings and aliphatic hydrocarbons are basic
structures of hydrotropes. Another possible mechanism is the ionic interaction or hydrogen bonding. Heteroatoms substituting aromatic rings are mostly charged. Since hydrotropes solubilize nonelectrolytes, the ionic interaction may not be a major mechanism. As described earlier, lack of
hydrogen bonding is one of the important parameters responsible for the poor solubility of many
drugs. Sulfonyl or carbonyl groups in hydrotropes can be hydrogen bond acceptors, while amino or
hydroxyl group can be hydrogen bond donors. For example, nicotinamide, based on a pyridine ring,
has an amide bond. The amide bond is not only a hydrogen bond donor, but also an acceptor, so
that nicotinamide shows self-aggregation via hydrogen bonding.74 Hydrogen bonding may not be the
only force generating self-aggregates of hydrotropes, but π−π stacking as well as dispersive force
also take part in producing the aggregation. Since a hydrotrope has effective solubilization effect
only at concentrations over the MHC, aggregation of hydrotropes may be one of the mechanisms
to explain the enhanced solubility of poorly soluble drugs. However, the aggregation is a necessary
condition for hydrotropy, but not a sufficient condition. Therefore, it might be considerable that the
hydrotropic solubilization power is maximized by the aggregation effect that is derived from various intermolecular interactions.
19.3.2.2 Hydrotropic Polymer Micelles
It is through the hydrotropic polymer micelle that the concept of hydrotropy was introduced to the
polymer micelle. Earlier work on hydrotropic polymers was done in 2003.75 Because a hydrotrope
has selectivity in drug solubilization as described above, Lee et al. attempted to solubilize paclitaxel
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as a target drug using various hydrotropes. Paclitaxel is an anticancer drug having therapeutic
effect on a wide range of cancers including breast, ovarian, colon, and non-small cell lung carcinomas.76 However, the poor solubility of paclitaxel in water has limited its use in clinical applications.
Solubility enhancement power of more than 60 candidates of potential hydrotropes was initially
examined.77 The intrinsic solubility of paclitaxel was 0.3 μg/mL, and hydrotropes, mostly derivatives of nicotinamide, effectively enhanced the solubility up to the mg/mL ranges (Table 19.5).
Nicotinamide is a well-known hydrotrope to solubilize various hydrophobic drugs.66,78,79 With
other organic compounds such as caffeine, it synergistically increases the aqueous solubility of
hydrophobic solutes.69,80 As shown in Table 19.5, it is obvious that hydrotropic effect on paclitaxel highly depends on the structure of hydrotropes. At the concentration of 3.5 M in water, N,Ndiethylnicotinamide (DENA) and N-picolylnicotinamide (PNA) enhanced the aqueous solubility of
paclitaxel up to ~39 and ~29 mg/mL, respectively. However, other compounds such as NaS or N,Ndimethylnicotinamide (DMNA) did not achieve as much enhancement of paclitaxel solubility as
DENA or PNA. It is noteworthy that the DMNA showed only ~1.8 mg/mL of drug solubility, which
is much lower than that achieved by DENA.

TABLE 19.5
Some Hydrotropes Used to Solubilize Paclitaxel
Hydrotrope

Paclitaxel
Solubilitya (mg/mL)

Structure

None (pure water)
N,N-Diethylnicotinamide (DENA)

0.0003
39.071

O
C

N

C

NH

N
N-Picolylnicotinamide (PNA)

29.435

O

N

N
N-Allylnicotinamide (ANA)

14.184

O
C

NH

N
Sodium salicylate (NaS)

O
C

– +
O Na

5.542

OH
N,N-Dimethylnicotinamide (DMNA)

1.771

O
C

N

N

Source: Merisko-Liversidge, E.M. and Liversidge, G.G., Toxicol. Pathol., 36, 43, 2008. With
permission.
a At the hydrotrope concentration of 3.5 M in water.
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To prepare polymeric hydrotropes, vinyl derivatives of the PNA, 2-(2-(acryloyloxy)ethyoxyethoxyethoxy)-N-PNA (ACEEEPNA), 2-(4-vinylbenzyloxy)-N-PNA (2-VBOPNA), and
6-VBOPNA were synthesized (Figure 19.6). As a result, the polymerized poly(ACEEEPNA)
enhanced the aqueous solubility of paclitaxel up to 0.32 mg/mL at the hydrotrope concentration
of 290 mg/mL. In addition, poly(2-(VBOPNA)) and poly(6-(VBOPNA)) retained the hydrotropic
effect of PNA by increasing the paclitaxel solubility to 0.56 and 0.13 mg/mL, respectively, at the
hydrotrope concentration of 165 mg/mL. Hydrotropic polymers significantly solubilized paclitaxel
even at low concentrations (<50 mg/mL), in contrast to the PNA or its vinyl derivatives. Moreover,
structure of PNA derivatives also influenced the solubility enhancement power even after polymerization. 2-VBOPNA with hydrophobic substitution at 2-position of pyridine ring showed the
highest solubility enhancement power, while 6-substituted monomer (6-(VBOPNA)) significantly
lowered the hydrotropic effect. The hydrophilic side group at the 2-position of the pyridine ring
also decreased the solubility enhancement power. Structural importance of hydrotropes was also
reported elsewhere.81
The hydrotropic polymer micelle was prepared from a vinyl derivative of DENA.82 Using
a macroinitiator, brominated PEG, an amphiphilic block copolymer was synthesized from
4-(2-vinylbenzyloxy)-N,N-DENA (VBODENA, Figure 19.6) with a hydrophobic substitution
at 4-position of pyridine ring by atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). It was found that
PEG5000-b-poly(VBODENA)4350 loaded paclitaxel up to ~37% (w/w), which was much higher than
the loading capacity of PEG2000-b-PLA2000 (~28%, w/w). Also, the paclitaxel-containing hydrotropic
polymer micelle did not show any precipitation for a month when kept in water at 37°C, indicating
high aqueous stability. Lee et al. confirmed the aqueous stability by measuring particle size, and
reported that the hydrotropic polymer micelle had low cytotoxicity in cell culture tests.83 Kim et al.
suggested that the incorporation of acrylic acid moieties into the poly(VBODENA) block could
modulate the drug release kinetics.84 Because the acrylic acid moiety is hydrophilic and pH sensitive, the release profile of paclitaxel was tunable by varying the molar feed ration of VBODENAto-acrylic acid. Introduction of more than 20% (mole) acrylic acids completely released paclitaxel
within 12 h. Hydrotropic micelles containing acrylic acid did not significantly lower the paclitaxel
loading capacity.
Another interesting feature of hydrotropic polymer
micelles
is the spontaneous formation of the micelle
Nicotinamide is a well-known hydrotrope to
structure simply by adding a drug. It was demonstrated
solubilize various hydrophobic drugs. With other
organic compounds such as caffeine, it synergisthat a block copolymer of PEG and 2-VBOPNA suctically increases aqueous solubility of hydrophocessfully produced micelle structure simply by adding
bic solutes.
paclitaxel into the polymer solution.85 Although the
O
N
H

N

O
3

N

N

4-VBOPNA
O
N

N

O
N
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hydrotropic micelle was developed to solubilize only paclitaxel, it has opened a new opportunity to
improve the drug loading capacity and the aqueous stability of polymer micelles.
19.3.2.3 A Theory to Explain Hydrotropy
Conventional polymer micelles have suffered from low drug loading capacity (generally, less than
20%). However, the hydrotropic polymer micelles exhibit relatively high capacity for drug loading
(up to 37%). The aqueous stability of drug-containing hydrotropic micelles was maintained for a
long time. Therefore, insights into the drug loading mechanism of hydrotropic polymer micelles
may suggest clues to the long-lasting questions in the field of polymer micelles—how to increase the
drug loading amount and how to maintain the micelle stability after administration.
According to the theories about drug loading in polymer micelle, the maximal drug loading
can be achieved by good miscibility between the drug and the polymer, as described in the previous section. However, these theories cannot fully explain the mechanism of drug solubilization by
hydrotropic polymer micelles. The Flory–Huggins interaction parameter from the regular solution
theory does not consider the specific interactions between drugs and polymers. Moreover, it is very
difficult to obtain each component of the Hildebrand–Scatchard solubility parameter for a certain
polymer. Each individual component can be calculated by the group contribution method (GCM),
a kind of classical approach to predict solubility and partition coefficient.56,57,86 In the GCM, a mixture of two liquids is regarded as a mixture of the functional groups on each liquid. Because the
GCM is based on the vapor–liquid equilibrium data, it has its limitations in predicting the polymer–
drug interaction.87
Recently, Mokrushina et al. reported a modified universal quasi-chemical functional-group
activity coefficient (UNIFAC), similar to GCM, to predict the partition coefficient of organic compounds between water and micelles.88 The classical UNIFAC model consists of two contributions:
combinatorial
a combinatorial part responsible for the difference in molecular size and shape ( γ i
), and a
residual
residual part accounting for group–group interactions ( γ i
). In the modified UNIFAC, a new
interfacial
contribution of the interfacial part ( γ i
) was introduced. As a result, the activity coefficient of
the modified UNIFAC with an interfacial (IF) contribution is expressed by
ln γ iUNIFAC-IF = ln γ icombinatorial + ln γ iresidual + ln γ iinterfacial

ln γ iinterfacial =

2συi 3 (1 − φi )
RTr

(19.18)

(19.19)

where
σ is the interfacial tension on micelle/water interface
vi is the molar volume of the solute i
ϕi is the volume fraction of the solute i
r is the radius of the micelle
However, the modified UNIFAC-IF model still lacks a term of specific interactions between drugs
and polymers.
The octanol–water partition coefficient (log P) has been widely used to estimate the lipophilicity of a drug. It was first proposed by Hansch et al. to explain the relationship between the aqueous
solubility of organic liquids and log P,89 which is expressed by
μ o (oct) − μ(l )
⎛1⎞
log ⎜ ⎟ = log P + i
2.302 RT
⎝S⎠
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where
S is the molar solubility of the organic liquid in water
P is its partition coefficient between 1-octanol and water
μio(oct) is the chemical potential of the pure liquid solute in a 1 M ideal 1-octanol solution
μ(l) is the chemical potential of the pure liquid solute
The log P can be experimentally measured or calculated from structural features of a compound,
using commercially available software.
Yalkowsky et al. expanded the application of octanol–water partition coefficient to the solubility
of solid solutes. The activity coefficient of a solid solute (log γ P) is calculated from the equation
log γ P = log P + 0.94

(19.21)

In 1980, Yalkowski and Valvani proposed the general solubility equation (GSE) in which the crystallinity of a solute as well as the interaction of the solute with water are connected to the log P
concept.90 The GSE is
log Sw = 0.5 − 0.01(MP − 25) log K ow

(19.22)

where
Sw is the molar aqueous solubility of a solute
MP is the melting point (°C)
Kow is the octanol–water partition coefficient (=log P)
The GES reasonably predicted the solubility of numerous compounds.91 However, log P and log Sw
still fail to explain the polymer–drug miscibility and the specific interactions between them.
Recently, the linear solvent free energy relationship (LSER) equation was employed to explain
partition of solid solutes into micelles.92,93 The LSER assumes that drug partitioning between two
immiscible phases is directly related to the transfer of free energy from water to the other phase
(solvent or micelle). This free energy is the sum of independent and additive contributions of various
drug–polymer interactions. Therefore, the LSER equation is expressed by
log SP = c + rR2 + sπ2 + a

∑ α + b∑ β + vV
2

2

x

(19.23)

where
SP is the property of interest for a solute or drug, i.e., partition coefficient
R2 is the excess molar refraction of the solute (derived from the dispersion force)
π2 is the solute dipolarity/polarizability
Σα2 is the solute overall or effective hydrogen bond acidity
Σβ2 is the solute overall or effective hydrogen bond basicity
Vx is the McGowan’s characteristic volume calculated from molecular structure
((cm3 · mol−1)/100)
The c, r, s, a, b, and v refer to the regression coefficients obtained by compilation from database.
Each individual component is determined either by multiple regression analysis based on measurement of partition coefficients (K in Equation 19.17)57,92–94 or by direct measurement.95–99 The LSER
model contains various terms responsible for the drug–polymer interactions. In addition, the equation describes the miscibility of the polymer and the drug, which is applicable to polymer micelles.
Therefore, LSER might be a good theory to explain the drug loading/solubilization mechanism of
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hydrotropic polymer micelles or even of conventional micelles. Also, the equation can be used to
design an efficient polymer micelle for a given drug.

19.4

STABILITY OF POLYMER MICELLE

The aqueous stability is another big issue to develop effective polymer micelles. Because a polymer
micelle is a physically assembled structure in water, thermodynamic equilibrium and kinetic stability should be considered for practical application. Especially, the stability under biological condition is very important to accomplish successful delivery of therapeutic drugs. In this section, the
stability of polymer micelles will be discussed from various angles.

19.4.1

STABILITY OF POLYMER MICELLE IN WATER AND BUFFERS

19.4.1.1 Thermodynamic Stability
Micelle is a structure in thermodynamic equilibrium, and in general, a closed association model is
employed to explain micelle formation.100 The strict closed association model is based on an allor-none process, in which block copolymers (unimers) generate homogeneous micelles in size. As
a result, an aqueous medium contains only unimers and monodisperse micelles. In pure water, the
standard free energy change of micellization is
ΔG  = RT ln(CMC)

(19.24)

where CMC is the critical micelle concentration.54,101,102 The CMC, that is the lowest polymer
concentration to generate micelles by unimer aggregation, has significance in micelle stability. It
may be reasonable, therefore, that micelles at equilibrium state will be destabilized (i.e., dissociated
into unimers) when diluted. In general, higher MW of hydrophobic block provides the lower CMC
value, which means more “stable.”101
Attwood et al. scored hydrophobicity of core-forming polymer blocks based on the analysis of CMC change as a function of the degree of polymerization (DP). For example, propylene
oxide:lactic acid:ε-caprolactone is 1:4:12 triblock copolymer.103 Logarithm curve of CMC vs. DP of
a polyester (=block length) shows two transition points. As the DP increases, it is hypothesized that
a long and linear chain of hydrophobic block spontaneously collapses, leading block copolymers to
form unimeric or oligomeric micelles. Figure 19.7 shows a hypothetical mechanism to explain the
relationship between log CMC and the DP of hydrophobic block. Line I (short dot, Figure 19.7A)
shows Pluronic micelles, which are relatively hydrophilic block copolymers. Lines II and III shows
block copolymers containing lactic acid and ε-caprolactone as repeating units of their hydrophobic
blocks, respectively. When the DP of the hydrophobic block is ranged in B section, unimers are
assembled to micelles above CMC (general closed association model, Figure 19.7B). Before the second transition point of DP, unimers and unimolecular micelles are equilibrated under a CMC, while
they form a micelle over CMC (Figure 19.7C). A too high DP possibly makes all unimers to unimolecular micelles below CMC, which can be further aggregated as polymer concentration increases.
Yamamoto et al. reported a similar description to explain a temperature-dependent change in CMC
of PEG-b-PDLLA micelles.104
These reports support the “bunchy micelle” model, in which the micellization occurs by aggregation of unimers with collapsed hydrophobic segments.105 Since the stable geometry of the collapsed segments is a sphere, the micelle core may have many pores that are filled with solvents or
drugs. However, it has been considered that the micelle core is a molten globule.54 Usually, micelles
are prepared from polymer solution of high concentration followed by removal of the solvent. Even
though the preparation method is a thermodynamically quenching process, long polymer chains,
especially hydrophobic polymer chains, are liable to be entangled together. If the time scale is
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FIGURE 19.7 A hypothesis to explain unimolecular and multimolecular micelles. (A) Relationship between
log CMC and the degree of polymerization (DP) of the hydrophobic block. The log CMC decreases as the
hydrophobicity of the core-forming block increases (e.g., I: polypropylene, II: poly(d,l-lactide), and III:
poly(ε-caprolactone)). (B) If the block length is short, there exists only unimer–micelle equilibrium. (C) As
DP of the hydrophobic block increases, unimers collapse to unimolecular micelles. Over the CMC, multimolecular micelles are generated. (D) Hydrophobic block with high DP is spontaneously collapsed, and most
of the unimers exist as unimolecular micelles. At higher polymer concentration, the unimolecular micelles
aggregate further to form multimolecular micelles.

infinite, then all hydrophobic polymer chains can be converted to globular structures. As a result,
micellization may be explained by combining the molten liquid core model and the bunchy micelle
model together (Figure 19.8).
As described above, the CMC depends on the hydrophobicity of the core-forming block.
However, it is also influenced by the crystallinity of hydrophobic blocks.106,107 For instance, the
PDLLA, a kind of polyester, is an amorphous polymer, which has its glass transition temperature
(Tg) around 55°C. Likewise, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) is an amorphous polymer (Tg ~50–
60°C). However, poly(l-lactide) (PLLA) has high crystallinity with melting temperature (Tm) and
Tg around 130°C and 60°C, respectively. Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) is a semicrystalline polymer.
Tm and Tg of PCL are ~55–65°C and −60°C, respectively.86,103,108 Isomers of d- and l-lactic acid in
PDLLA influence the molecular configuration, which makes packing structure more spacey, i.e.,
more mobility of each PDLLA molecule. Glycolic acid, which loses a methyl group from lactic
acid, is more hydrophilic, and also provides more space for the packing structure of PLGA.109
Therefore, d-lactic acid and glycolic acid play the role of crystal structure breakers. Void volume at the micelle core is possessed by water molecules during micelle preparation. Therefore,
micelle dissociation (relaxation) process can be more facilitated in short-term application to a
diluted environment.
Block length ratio of diblock copolymers also controls CMC.101,103,110 The hydrophilic–lipophilic
balance (HLB) is another expression of the block length ratio. For surfactant molecules containing
PEG block, the HLB is equivalent to the mass percentage of oxyethylene content (E) divided by 5
(HLB = E/5).111 Block copolymer with higher HLB value (more hydrophilic) generally decreases
the CMC and increases the micelle size due to loose packing density.101 Diblock copolymer with
HLB < 10 has a conical shape in water, which produces micellar structure by assembly. Polymers
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FIGURE 19.8 Two examples of micellization models. In relation to Figure 19.7, the molten liquid core model
adopts a closed association model, in which only unimers and micelles are present in a system. In the bunchy
micelle model, unimers are changed to unimolecular micelles by the collapsed hydrophobic block, which in
turn produce multimolecular micelles.

with HLB > 10 can generate different shapes of supramolecular structure.112–114 If the hydrophobic
block is long enough to be of cylinder shape in water, copolymer generates polymersome, which is
very similar to the conformation of phospholipids.113
19.4.1.2 Kinetic Stability
Micelle association is a kinetic process, and similarly, micelle dissociation is the same. Aniansson
and Wall (A–W) interpreted the dynamic mechanism of micelle relaxation.115 The A–W equations
show that the exchange of unimers between micelles is a fast process and the decomposition of
micelles into unimers is a slow process. The relationship between the number of unimers in a micelle
and the concentration of micelles shows three continuous regions: the initial association (unimerabundant) region, the intermediate region with unimer aggregates, and the micelle-abundant region.
Because the aggregation process is very fast, micelle-containing solution will show a sharp bimodal
distribution of the micelle size (either unimer- or micelle-dominant distribution). And, dissociation of unimers from micelles is governed by the internal free energy of micelles that is proportional to the length of hydrophobic blocks. However, experimental data have showed that this model
(A–W model) of micelle relaxation was not always well-fit. This was because drastically simplified
assumptions were made to explain the micelle relaxation process. The A–W model did not consider
the micelle–micelle interaction, but only the fission mechanism was evaluated. A modified model,
Gaussian model, suggests that the micelle relaxation depends on the fusion as well as the fission of
micelles. By this model, the size distribution of micelles observed in experiments could be better
explained.116
The A–W equations explain micelle relaxation by unimer dissociation and exchange between
micelles, while the Gaussian model further suggests the size distribution of micelles by the fission–
fusion mechanism. Studies on the exchange of unimers between micelles at equilibrium state supported the importance of fusion mechanism in micelle relaxation.117–119 To monitor the unimers
exchange, nonradiative energy transfer (NET) was employed, which is known as the fluorescence
(or Förster) resonance energy transfer (FRET). FRET is a physical process of transferring nonradiative energy from a donor fluorophore to an acceptor molecule.120 This type of energy transfer is also
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achievable between the same species of fluorophores (self-quenching). The transfer efficiency (E)
is expressed as
E = kT (τD−1 + kT )

(19.25)

where
kT is the transfer rate
τD is the lifetime of donor in the absence of acceptors or self-quenching effect120
For effective FRET, a donor molecule should be close enough to transfer its excitation energy to
an acceptor (Figure 19.9). The transfer efficiency is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the
distance (r) between donor and acceptor molecules:
E=

R06
R06 + r 6

(19.26)

R0 is known as the Förster distance at which a FRET pair of donor and acceptor shows 50% of
transfer efficiency. The initial study was performed by Prochazka et al.121 They conjugated anthracene (FRET acceptor) or carbazole (FRET donor) to a block copolymer Kraton G-1701. By mixing
micelles separately prepared from each dye-conjugated polymer, increase in fluorescence intensity
from the anthracene was observed, while carbazole lowered its fluorescence emission.
Haliloglu et al. identified that the predominant mechanisms in the unimer exchange were insertion/expulsion and merger/splitting.119 The former mechanism is dominant at low polymer concentration and at high interaction energy between core-forming blocks (e.g., block length), while the
latter mainly acts at high polymer concentration.
Insertion and expulsion of unimers during aggregation (oligomers or micelles) are governed by
entropic free energy barrier. Therefore, either micellization or micelle decomposition is an activation process involving collective energy barriers, which can be explained by the internal free energy
of micelle.100,122 The internal free energy of micelle suppresses association of too many unimers in a
micelle (internal free energy of association, Fa) and dissociation of unimers from a micelle (internal
free energy of dissociation, Fd). Due to Fa, a thermodynamic equilibrium of the micellization requires
a very long time, which is not achievable in practical situations. As a result, micelles are loosely
2° Fluorescence
Förster distance
(R0)
r < R0

Donor
1° Fluorescence

Acceptor
r > R0

Acceptor

FIGURE 19.9 Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). If an acceptor dye exists within the Förster
distance (r < R0), fluorescence emission from a donor dye (1° fluorescence) will be used as excitation energy of
the acceptor dye. As a result, fluorescence emission from acceptor (2° fluorescence) increases with decreased
donor dye emission.
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aggregated under experimental conditions. The Fd tends to
prevent micelle disintegration. However, a “jump” condition, such as either dilution or increased temperature, provides enough energy for micelles to overcome the energy
barrier, resulting in increased micelle disintegration.

The former mechanism is dominant at low polymer concentration and at high interaction energy
between core-forming blocks (e.g., block length),
while the latter mainly acts at high polymer
concentration.

19.4.1.3 Drug Effect
Drugs loaded in polymer micelles can act as either plasticizers or fillers for the hydrophobic core. If
the drug acts as a plasticizer, the friction of polymer chains will be reduced enough to decrease Tg
of the hydrophobic core. In other words, addition of drug (plasticizer) will create more free volume
in the micelle core. In contrast, filler effect will remove free volume from the polymer core.
The Kelley–Bueche equation expresses the effect of additives on effective Tg:
Tg =

ϕ2α 2Tg2 + ϕ1α1Tg1
ϕ2α 2 + ϕ1α1

(19.27)

where
φ is the volume fraction
α is the difference between volume extension factors above and below Tg
numerals 1 and 2, refer to the polymer and the drug, respectively123
Although the above equation assumes diluted concentration of the additive, there exist some data
showing that the drug acts as a plasticizer. For example, ketoprofen in PLGA polymer, microsphere
in this case, decreased Tg of the polymer proportional to the drug loading amount.124 On the contrary,
there also exists some evidence that drug loading increases Tg. Quercetin effectively increased Tg of
PCL block in PEG-b-PCL micelles, which proportionally depended on the drug loading amount.125
Authors demonstrated that the increased Tg would be due to the hydrogen bonds between drug
and carbonyl groups of PCL. Also, a poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-N,N-dimethylacrylamide)-bPLGA (P(NIPAAm-co-DMAAm)-b-PLGA) micelle increased Tg of PLGA block by addition of
paclitaxel.126 As discussed previously, Tg of core-forming polymers should be important for micelle
stability.
It has been believed that hydrophobic drugs may enhance the micelle stability primarily due to
the hydrophobic effect, but there is not enough evidence to support this. It is more reasonable that
the role of drugs is determined by the miscibility with hydrophobic polymer block. Actually, one
unsolved problem of drug-loaded polymer micelles is the aqueous stability. Frequently, drug precipitation is observed when the micelles are stored in an aqueous medium, even though the micelle
structure is not disrupted.82,83 It is explained by phase separation out of poor miscibility between the
drug and the polymer.

19.4.2

STABILITY OF POLYMER MICELLE IN BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS

19.4.2.1 Micelle–Protein Interaction
Recently, Chen et al. clarified that a polymer micelle composed of PEG-b-PDLLA diblock copolymer was not stable in blood.127 To investigate the stability of the micelle, a pair of FRET dyes (red
and green) was loaded into the PEG-b-PDLLA micelles and injected into the bloodstream via tail
vein. It was observed that the initial high FRET signal (0.886) significantly decreased in 15 min
after injection down to 0.463. The FRET ratio was simply defined as
−FRET =
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where
I is the fluorescence intensity with arbitrary unit
R and G refer to the red and green dyes, respectively
In the experiments to examine the effect of blood components on the micelle stability, red blood
cells did not show any significant interaction with the micelle. However, α- and β-globulins significantly destabilized the micelle, while albumin or γ-globulin was not responsible for decrease in the
FRET ratio. Although they demonstrated the micelle stability in blood by an indirect method of
loading FRET dyes, it was revealed that blood components, especially proteins, play a key role in
micelle destabilization.
Polymer micelles have a similar property to amphiphilic surfactants in terms of micellization.
Therefore, it is meaningful to predict the polymer micelle–protein interaction from surfactant–protein
interaction. Interaction between surfactants and proteins has been extensively studied. In general,
anionic surfactants exhibit relatively strong interaction leading to protein unfolding, while cationic
surfactants weakly interact with proteins. For example, both cationic decyltriethylammonium bromide (DTAB) or anionic sodium decyl sulfonate (SDS) bind to bovine serum albumin (BSA), but a
mixture of both surfactants, that made the net charge neutral, diminished interaction with BSA.128
However, increase of hydrophobic parts in a cationic surfactant can significantly increase binding to
proteins and their denaturation. For example, alkylenediyl-α,ω-bis(DTAB)s with hydrophobic alkyl
chains showed BSA unfolding effect, which increased with alkyl chain length.129
Nonionic surfactants have the weakest interactions with proteins, which is possibly explained by
the lack of electrostatic interactions with proteins and their low CMC values.130 It was reported that
PEG-containing diblock copolymers also had interaction with BSA.131 The HLB of all copolymers
used exceeded 10, so that at the CMC value the polymers formed 100–200 mM range micelles. As a
result, interaction of block copolymers with BSA increased proportionally with the HLB value. This
indicates that the major driving force of BSA–micelle (or block copolymer) interaction is the hydrophobic aggregation. Likewise, a micelle consisting of PEG-conjugated phospholipid (PEG2000-b-PE)
is destabilized in the presence of BSA.132 At a high concentration of BSA (1%, w/v), the micelle
structure was disrupted and BSA/PEG-b-PE aggregates were generated with increased particle
size. A circular dichromism (CD) study showed that Trp in BSA structure was exposed to water at
high concentration of BSA, but it was buried into a hydrophobic part of BSA as the BSA concentration increased. In a further study, it was found that the PEG-b-PE molecules were in contact with the
Trp groups of BSA, leading to BSA unfolding and BSA/PEG-b-PE complexation.133
19.4.2.2 PEG–Protein Interactions
PEG is a common and popular polymer used for micelle corona formation. PEG is nontoxic and biocompatible, but not totally inert under biological environments. The term biocompatibility is defined
as the ability of a material to perform with an appropriate host response,134 and does not necessarily mean the biological inertness. According to this definition, it can be considered that polymer
micelles with the PEG shell are biocompatible rather than biologically inactive. However, polymer
micelles have been described as stealth nanocarriers primarily due to the PEG outer shell. Because
PEG has been used as a crystallizing agent for proteins instead of solvents or high concentration
salts,135,136 it was considered that PEG has unfavorable
interaction with proteins leading to precipitation or
PEG interacts with biomolecules, especially proteins or lipids via the repulsive (primarily due to
crystallization.137 Paradoxically, an aqueous two-phase
the chain ﬂexibility and strong hydrogen bondpartition system (ATPS) consisting of polymer and salt
ing to water molecules) and attractive forces
solution phases has been also used to extract proteins,
(hydrogen bonding, electrostatic, and van der
in which proteins are dominantly located at the polymer
Waals interactions). PEG has been reported to
have direct interaction with proteins including
(PEG) phase.138 In addition, many evidences have shown
lysozyme, ﬁbronectin, serum albumin, pepsin,
that PEG does interact with biomolecules, especially
and α-chymotrypsin.
proteins or lipids. As listed in Table 19.6, Rixman et al.
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TABLE 19.6
Repulsive and Attractive Forces of PEG toward Serum Proteins
Repulsive
Strong hydrogen bonding to water molecules
Entalpy restorationa
Steric force due to the chain flexibility
Hydrodynamic lubrication forceb
a

b
c

Attractive
Hydrogen bonding
Electrostatic interactionc
van der Waals interaction (hydrophobic effect)

Incoming protein toward end-grafted PEG layer (e.g., micelle) may squeeze out water molecules
from the layer, which is not entropically favorable.
Imposed motion of proteins toward PEG layer sets up a transverse pressure gradient.16
Oxygen atoms in PEG backbone have ability to chelate some cations such as Li+ or possibly
Ca2+, which may electrostatistically interact with charged proteins.17–19

well summarized the repulsive (primarily due to the chain flexibility and strong hydrogen bonding to water molecules) and attractive forces (hydrogen bonding, electrostatic, and van der Waals
interactions) of PEG to proteins in water.139
Several reports elucidate that the PEG has direct interaction with proteins including lysozyme,
fibronectin, serum albumin, pepsin,140 and α-chymotrypsin.141 Furness et al. examined the interaction between PEG and hen-egg-white lysozyme by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR)
spectroscopy.142 By calculating maximal chemical shift change of amino acids upon PEG binding,
it was found that six amino acids of the lysozyme Arg-61, Trp-62, Trp-63, Arg-73, Lys-96, and Asp101 are selectively perturbed by PEG. The chemical shift change induced by PEG-poly(propylene
oxide) block copolymer did not much differ from that observed by PEG treatment. However, a
more hydrophilic polymer, poly(dihydroxypropyl methacrylate), significantly reduced change in
the chemical shift. Based on these results, they concluded that the PEG–lysozyme binding was
probably due to the hydrophobic interaction of the ethylene moieties of PEG.
Actually, PEG was a useful tool to detect soluble immune complexes from serum in systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA).143 Hurbert et al. found that fibronectin
directly bound to the circulating immune complexes and in turn PEG could precipitate the immune
complex.144 Further, Robinson et al. demonstrated that many other non-immunoglobulin proteins
such as fibronectin, haptoglobin, albumin, transferrin, and α-antitrypsin were also precipitated by
4% (w/v) PEG, and that the interaction between PEG and proteins was not nonspecific.145
As described above, BSA binding to PEG-containing diblock copolymers was reduced proportional to the PEG length (or polymer HLB).131 However, it was disproved that the BSA could bind to
the micelles to some extent. There are some evidences to show that serum albumin directly binds
to PEG. Cocke et al. examined the interaction between PEG and human serum albumin (HSA) by
affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE).146 Upon PEG binding with HAS, the enthalpy change was
19.1 kJ/mol and the entropy change was 16.6 J/mol · K, which led to the total free energy change of
−31.4 kJ/mol. The negative but small change of the free energy implies that binding of HSA to PEG
is a thermodynamically favorable (or spontaneous) reaction, and that the HSA–PEG interaction is
forced primarily by entropy change.
Similar phenomenon was observed from isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) of lysozyme
and ovalbumin.147 Rixman et al. directly measured the force between PEG and HSA using HSAcoated molecular force probe.139 The binding force of HSA-coated probe to individual PEG chain
was determined as 0.06 ± 0.1 nN, which was primarily attributed to hydrogen bonding and van der
Waals interaction (or hydrophobic effect) between PEGs and HSAs. Hydrogen bond between PEG
and HSA was also confirmed by Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy.148 CD spectra
revealed that PEG forming a complex with HSA denatured the secondary structure of the albumin.
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Based on a database for protein crystal structures in the presence of PEG, Hasek found four modes
of the interaction between PEG and proteins: (1) multiple coordination via positively charged amino
acids, i.e., Lys, Arg, His; (2) hydrogen bonding of amino acid side groups; (3) hydrogen bonding of
backbone amide group; and (4) cation coordination.149
In summary, it is highly possible that polymer micelles composed of PEG-containing block
copolymers are not completely inert in a body. Interactions between serum proteins and PEG corona
of micelles have been frequently observed. The PEG shell of a micelle is known to expel serum
proteins by hydrated chain mobility. However, the protein penetration into micelle has been also
observed as described in the following section.
19.4.2.3 Protein Penetration into Micelles
Exposure of hydrophobic segments of micelles should eventually induce protein adsorption and
denaturation because poor biocompatibility of a certain material mostly originates from its hydrophobicity.150 In polymer micelles, the hydrophilic PEG shell has been considered as a shield preventing the hydrophobic micelle core from direct contact to biological constituents. As described above,
however, the PEG molecule apparently has activities in blood that may provoke micelle destabilization. In contrast, there is another possibility that unimers from destabilized micelles interact with
proteins or lipid membranes, even though no evidence has been found.
Protein penetration into micelles can also reduce micelle stability in blood. Li et al. observed that
lipase slowly degraded the PCL block of PEG-b-PCL micelles, although the degradation rate was
slower than the PCL-b-PEG-b-PCL triblock copolymer or the PCL homopolymer.151 The mechanism of action of lipase K is to hydrolyze fatty acids, but it is also able to cleave the polyester backbone such as PCL. Adsorption of lipase onto PCL surface was the necessary condition for enzymatic
activity.152 Hydrolysis of the ester backbone catalyzed by lipase is limited to the amorphous region
of PCL polymer matrix because PCL is a semicrystalline polymer, as mentioned previously.152,153
Carstens et al. investigated the kinetics of enzymatic hydrolysis of a micelle consisting of PEG750
and oligo-PCL (degree of polymerization, DP, ~5).154 According to the Michaelis–Menten equation,
the Michaelis constant, Vm, representing the maximal rate of enzymatic activity was 4.4 ± 0.2 μmol/
min, and Km of the maximal binding affinity of lipase to PCL was 2.2 ± 0.3 mg/mL at an enzyme
concentration of 19 mU/mL. Also, they proposed that there were two possibilities of lipase-catalyzed PCL degradation, viz., hydrolysis of unimers dissociated from micelles and degradation of
micelle core via lipase penetration. In experiments examining biodegradation of a polymer micelle
composed of a triblock copolymer, PEG-b-poly(3-hydroxybutyrate)-b-PEG (PEG-b-PHB-b-PEG),
hydrolysis of the PHB polymer block by extracellular PHB depolymerase depended on the enzyme
concentration, initial polymer concentration, and PHB block length.155 Authors demonstrated that
the amorphous core of micelles was enzyme penetrable. Hence, it is highly probable that protein
penetration induces micelle instability under a biological condition.

19.4.3

MICELLE–CELL INTERACTION

Two possible interactions exist between polymer micelles and cells, viz., cellular uptake and cell
membrane perturbation, although mechanisms of these events are not clear yet. As described in the
previous section, PEGs or micelles can interact with proteins, which is a possible mechanism. Cellular
internalization, or endocytosis, can be accomplished by either phagocytosis or pinocytosis.156,157
Relatively large particles are engulfed by phagocytosis, which is mediated by pseudopods extended
from cell surface. Pinocytosis is frequently mediated by clathrin158,159 and caveolae.160 Both these
pathways include dynamin polymerization for vesicle budding. There exist many nonspecific pathways of endocytosis, including a clathrin- and dynamin-independent pathway.156 Recently, Stephanie
et al. demonstrated that polymer particles with high homogeneity in size are endocytosed either by
phagocytosis and clathrin-medicated endocytosis.161 The endocytosis depended on the particle size:
particles with submicron size showed faster uptake than few micron-sized particles.
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If the hydrophilic shell is a stealth coat of polymer micelles, their internalization will be much
inhibited. Recently, Chen et al. showed that a polymer micelle composed of PEG-b-PDLLA and
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FTIC)-PEG-b-PDLLA did not enter into cultured HeLa cells.162 When
the cancer cells were incubated with polymer micelles of PEG-b-PDLLA loading a FRET dye
pair, the hydrophobic dyes were observed in the cytoplasmic compartment. These results demonstrate the diffusion of hydrophobic molecules (e.g., drugs) across the cell membrane, rather than the
internalization of whole micelle.
Nevertheless, evidence of micelle internalization has been reported. A polymer micelle of
Pluronic P85 effectively accumulated a hydrophobic fluorescent probe inside living cells. At lower
concentration, effect of the P85 on cellular accumulation of the dye was mediated by preventing
the pump-out mechanism of P-glycoprotein (P-gp), but at higher concentration, vesicular transport
was facilitated by the Pluronic.163 In another experiment, pH-sensitive dye-labeled Pluronic (P105)
was also observed inside various cancer cells, including multidrug resistance (MDR) cell lines.164
P105 internalization increased the membrane permeability resulting in effective drug uptake by
MDR cells. Later, Sahay et al. revealed that internalization of the P85 had two different pathways:
caveolae-mediated endocytosis at lower concentration (<CMC) and clathrin-mediated endocytosis
at higher concentration (>CMC).157 The authors suggested a possibility that the interaction of the
hydrophobic polymer block with caveolin may cause P-gp inhibition as well as other intracellular
events, including gene expression. It was revealed that the most effective structure of Pluronic has
HLB < 20.165 Similarly, P-gp inhibition was also induced by the PEG-b-PCL block copolymer at a
concentration below the CMC.166 It is highly probable that the PEG-b-PCL has the same mechanism,
viz., unimer-mediated lipid raft (e.g., caveolae) interruption, as pluronics inhibit P-gp.
It has been often reported that polymer micelles consisting of PEG-b-PCL at high concentration
(>CMC) can be internalized. Allen et al. showed that a PEG-b-PCL micelle loading a fluorescent
probe was effectively localized inside PC12 cells.167 Also, the cellular uptake of 3H-labeled FK506
was much improved by the micelle carrier comparing to free FK506. However, internalization
of either fluorescent dye or isotope-labeled drug may not exactly reflect the micelle endocytosis.
Later, they visualized internalization of blank polymer micelle using rhodamine-labeled PEG-bPCL (PEG-b-PCL-Rh)168 and endocytosis of a drug-containing polymer micelle.169 Moghimi et al.
suggested a refutation that stressed the role of fluorescent dye.170 Because rhodamine is positively
charged, electrostatic attraction is possibly responsible for cellular uptake of the micelle. Also,
PEG-b-PCL micelle endocytosis might depend on characteristics of used cells171 and the MW of the
hydrophobic or the hydrophilic block.172
The micelle endocytosis observed in cultured cells cannot provide enough evidence to clarify
whether the internalization process really happens in vivo. In vitro experiments are usually performed in a static culture of cancer cell lines incubated with a high concentration of polymer micelles.
Limitations of the in vitro culture systems arise from the deficiency of whole blood components and
various cell types, the monolayer of cultured cells exposing maximum surface area to the environment, the lack of biochemical dynamics present in a living organism, and the localization of high
concentration of polymers.
On the other hand, membrane perturbation by unimers dissociated from micelles is another
possible interaction mechanism between micelles and cells. As discussed above, Pluronic and PEGb-PCL block copolymers showed an interesting activity on P-gp inhibition at concentrations below
their CMCs. Discher and Ahmed suggested that hemolytic activity of block copolymers are highly
related to their HLB and MW.113 A high value of HLB may generate a cylinder-like unimer structure,
similar to the shape of phospholipids, which possibly facilitates membrane disruption. Additional
activity of Pluronic (poloxamer 188; P188) on cells is the membrane-sealing effect. It was first
demonstrated in electropermeabilized skeletal muscle cells,173 which was recently confirmed by
the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique.174 Numerous reports indicate that P188 is very
effective in healing damaged plasma membrane in vitro and in vivo.175 P188 binds to the lipid bilayer
where the packing density is locally low. It is also possible that the PEG shell of polymer micelles
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mediates the membrane sealing. It is well known that the PEG provokes lipid membrane fusion and
a critical PEG concentration is required for membrane fusion.176 Due to the water-trapping ability of
PEG, free water content around cells might be reduced. This is believed as one mechanism inducing
lipid molecule exchange between phospholipid vesicles.177,178
Membrane curvature, which alters outer leaflet packing density, and the small impurities in
membrane vesicles (e.g., unsaturated acryl chain of phospholipids) effectively lower the threshold concentration of PEG for membrane fusion.179,180 For this reason, PEG is a potential therapeutic material to restore the damaged membrane. For example, PEG has excellent healing effect on
injured spinal cords via the membrane-sealing mechanism.181,182 If PEG induces local dehydration
around cell membrane and block copolymers nonspecifically bind to lipid rafts, as mentioned above,
then the insertion of unimers dissociated from micelles, the disruption of plasma membrane, or
cell–cell fusion are highly possible.

19.4.4 IN VIVO STABILITY OF POLYMER MICELLES
Polymer micelles as drug carriers should be stable in the bloodstream to deliver drugs to target sites
or to improve the pharmacokinetics of the drug. However, prediction about in vivo stability of polymer micelles is very difficult because of the biological and the physiological complexity of a living
organism. In addition to the thermodynamic and kinetic stability issues in an aqueous medium and
the interaction of polymer micelles with biomolecules, continuous flow of blood, the presence of
many kinds of cell types, organ-specific physiological function, and diversity of individuals produce
a totally complicated biological barrier. Although in vitro characterization methods for micelle stability may provide an insight to design carrier systems and appropriate in vivo experimental setups,
there is no practical method to evaluate micelle stability in vivo.
The fate of micelles after intravenous administration has been frequently monitored by labeling
with radioisotopes, as summarized in Table 19.7. Valuable information was obtained about the in
vivo fate of polymer micelles. In the study using 3H-labeled Pluronic P85, higher concentration of
polymers, especially over the CMC, showed much longer circulation time.183 It indicated that the
polymer micelle is not immediately dissociated in bloodstream. The primary location of polymers
was in blood. However, polymer micelles are likely to end up in liver and spleen, where the RES system is working. In other words, the stealth hydrophilic shell of micelles might not be good enough
to escape the host defense system. However, radioisotope labeling studies lack direct evidence for in
vivo micelle stability, because unimers dissociated from micelles and even their degraded products
show radioactivity.

19.5

PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

Polymer micelles present a great potential to formulate and deliver poorly soluble drugs. However,
their two major limitations, low drug loading capacity and aqueous instability, remain unresolved.
Hydrotropy is a potential solution alleviating the problems associated with drug loading. To obtain
an efficient polymeric micelle carrier, extensive research on polymer–drug compatibility should be
carried out. Based on understanding about interactions between polymers and drugs, strategies can
be developed to improve micelle stability.
Optical imaging techniques, including FRET, opened a new possibility to examine the in vitro and
in vivo stability of micelles. The radio-labeling method to determine the biodistribution of polymer
micelles could not fully reflect the micelle stability in vivo. Also, it is an invasive method inducing
damage to cells and tissues. Tissue damage may alter physiological response to polymer micelles.
Recent advances in molecular imaging techniques allow noninvasive imaging at molecular and subcellular levels. In particular, fluorescence imaging techniques can provide useful tools to observe
micelle stability due to easy accessibility at a lab scale and moderate cost of imaging instruments.184
In addition to in vivo stability monitoring, micelles loaded with imaging agents can be applied as
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N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Ptx
Dox

x = 6.0, y = 1.0

x = 5.0, y = 5.0

x = 2.0, y = 2.4

x = 5.0, y = 7.0

x = 14.0, y = 6.0
x = 5.0, y = 5.0

x = 5.1, y = 5.3

x = 2.0, y = 2.0

x = 4.3, y = 1.9

PEGx-b-PCLy

PEGx-b-PAspy-Dox

PEGx-b-PLAy

Drug

Block Length
(kDa)

Polymer

Building Blocks

TABLE 19.7
Studies on Biodistribution of Polymer Micelles

~50

—

37–38

72
300

300

~25

56

60

Micelle
Size (nm)

14

C-PDLLA or
C-PEG
125I-PEG

14

I-Tyr; 125I-Tyr-Glu

125

I-PLA

125

I-PLA

125

F-5-CADA
(fluorescent)

H-PCL

3

Label
I-PEG

125

Biodistribution

In 1 h after tail vein injection, blood (17.1% ± 2.3%
dose/g) > spleen > kidney > liver > lung > heart

Blood > liver > kidney > lung, heart, spleen; With time, radioactivity
gradually decreased without changing the organ distribution
Liver > kidney > lung, spleen; With time, liver and spleen showed
more radioactivity while kidney and lung decreased it; No
significant effect of anionic amino acid (Glu)
Plasma elimination half life was 2.6–2.9 h

In 1 and 24 h after tail vein injection, blood > bone > kidney > liver >
lung > brain
Liver > kidney > spleen, lung > heart; biodistribution profile did not
change much up to 48 after tail vein injection regardless of initial
dose
In 1 h after intramuscular or subcutaneous injection, micelle
disintegration was observed; Too bright background fluorescence
from mice
Micelle with smaller size was cleared faster in spite of longer PEG.
In 2 h after tail vein injection, blood > bowel (inflamed site) > liver >
kidney > spleen

(continued)
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N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

x = 4.8, y =18.6

x = 6.0, y =7.0

x = 6.0, y = 7.0

x = 8.7, y = 7.4

x = 6.0, y = 15.4
x = 1.2, y = 2.3

PAAx-b-PMAAy

PAAx-b-PSy

PEOx-b-PPOy-b-PEOx (P85)

~37
1.5 [31]

~18

19−22

~37

~24

Micelle
Size (nm)

H

Cu (PET)

64

Cu (PET)

64

3

Label
Cu (PET)

64

Biodistribution

The higher dose led to the larger AUC; Only over the CMC, the
circulation time was prolonged; Liver > spleen >
kidney > lung > brain

Shell crosslinked by a bifunctional amine and coated with PEG2,000;
Micelles with lower PEG density showed spleen > liver > kidney >
lung > blood; micelles with higher PEG density showed
spleen > liver, blood > lung > kidney
Shell crosslinked by a bifunctional amine and coated with PEG5,400;
random distribution

Spleen > liver > kidney > blood > lung regardless of polymer block
length; No PEG effect

Shell crosslinked by a bifunctional amine and coated with PEG5,400;

[30]

[28]

[29]

[28]

Reference

Note: AUC, area under curve; Dox, doxorubicin; F-5-CADA, fluorecein-5-carbonyl azide diacetate; Glu, glutamic acid; N/A, not applied; PAA, poly(acrylic acid); PAsp, poly(aspartic acid);
PCL, poly(ε-caprolactone); PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PEO, poly(ethylene oxide); PET, Positron emission tomography, PLA, poly(d,l-lactide);
PMAA, poly(methacrylate); PPO, poly(propylene oxide); PS, poly(styrene); Ptx, paclitaxel; Tyr, tyrosine.
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(kDa)

Polymer

Building Blocks
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molecular imaging probes. Multifunctional micelles performing drug delivery and molecular imaging allow simultaneous therapy and imaging by the same system.42,185
The poor stability of micelles in water and biological media originates from the physical association of unimers. Chemical crosslinking between unimers can improve micelle stability. The CMC
is no more valid in crosslinked micelles, so that aqueous instability upon dilution is obviated as an
issue. Various versions of crosslinked micelles have been developed.186,187 In Table 19.7, PAA-bPMAAs and PAA-b-PS are examples for shell-crosslinked micelles. In those micelles, an additional
layer of PEG was coated to improve the biocompatibility.188,189 A macromonomer of PEG-b-PCL
with a polymerizable vinyl group at the PCL end led to a core-crosslinked micelle mediated by a
radical initiator.190 The crosslinked PEG-b-PCL micelle showed fair efficiency in paclitaxel loading
property. Although such crosslinked micelles are expected to improve aqueous stability, additional
modification steps with highly reactive chemicals as well as no or slow degradation of block copolymers may be unfavorable for a drug delivery system. An interesting example of crosslinked micelles
is the interfacial crosslinking with reversible disulfide bridges.191 Disulfide bonds can be reduced by
glutathione that exists in cells. Application of crosslinked micelles in the drug delivery field is still
limited, but due to the advantage of structural integrity, they have a great potential to improve the
micellar drug delivery system.
Since the assembly/disassembly of micelles highly depends on the structure of block copolymer,
it is also important to design and prepare polymers with well-controlled structure. The combinatorial synthetic strategy in polymerization (parallel synthesis) now provides a great chance to prepare
numerous polymers in a simple manner.192,193 In addition to the high-throughput synthetic method,
controlled radical polymerization (CRP) methods, including atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP), reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization, and nitroxidemediated polymerization (NMP), are useful in synthesizing well-defined block copolymers.194–196
The CRP methods provide not only controllability of polymer structure/topology, but also functionality of block copolymers to conjugate ligands or imaging agents. Micelle stability under physiological conditions can also be improved by polymer chemistry.
The disintegration of polymer micelles depending on a certain stimulus is now an important strategy in the micellar drug delivery system. Smart materials actively change their physicochemical properties responding to the environmental signals. Such smart polymers have been
aggressively employed to improve therapeutic efficacy and to reduce undesirable side effects of
drugs.197
In conclusion, two limitations of polymer micelles in drug delivery, the low drug loading capacity and aqueous instability, need to be overcome. These limitations also provide a new opportunity
to improve the micellar drug delivery system, via advanced technologies in polymer chemistry and
molecular imaging. Polymer micelles are currently undergoing evolution to become a useful tool
for clinical applications. Increasing research interest is expected in the mechanisms on micellar
interaction with drug, biomolecules, or cells.
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